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Siemens Healthineers is using artificial intelligence (AI) technology to try to predict how a heart

responds to therapy. The idea is to get better diagnoses by simulating well in advance how patients

will react best to which therapy. By capturing scans, pictures of the heart and tons of patient data,

they are able to create a digital heart that can be compared to real outcomes.

This is pretty interesting new technology and we hope it works out well. As bank technology ages,

many are faced with a choice: should you keep your older mainframe going, replace an older

mainframe with an updated version of the same technology, or explore an entirely different solution?

The right answer is probably a hybrid of options one and three. Traditional mainframe core banking

applications are not well suited to the digital economy, which requires speed and nimbleness. Still,

ripping out and replacing decades-old technology is an expensive option. Instead, banks can "freeze

and wrap," using existing core systems as books of record, while moving customer engagement and

analytics to the cloud.

It's the difference between a heart transplant and a bypass, and it's becoming an increasingly

attractive option. In the banking environment of 2Ys ago, many banks considered replacing their

traditional, COBOL-based mainframes. Today more banks aim to maintain those mainframes as a

place to store records. They use a second, cloud-based layer to handle customer data and

engagement for relatively lower costs.

One reason to implement a two-part solution is that core replacement is so expensive and time

consuming. The process costs millions of dollars and can take between 3-5Ys to get everything

working right again.

Another reason to consider a two-part computing solution is that technology continues to grow and

change. In 5-10Ys, the best way to maintain records may not involve a mainframe, so there's little

reason to spend significant time and money on a system that will be outdated even when it's new.

Maintaining an existing mainframe while adding a cloud-based layer to handle current customer

service is a much less costly plan than buying a new mainframe, and the time commitment can be

measured in months, not years. A cloud layer might reduce mainframe usage by 50%, which also

helps cut overall costs.

AI that lets banks manage legacy systems by interrogating code and building digital services can also

help rein in expenses. Robotic process automation (RPA) is one possible method for wrapping a cloud-

based computing layer around a legacy mainframe core. Here studies find about 16% of banks are

using RPA, while another 63% are experimenting with it or plan to use it sometime in the next year.

In the past, bankers have voiced concerns that the cloud isn't a safe place to conduct banking

operations. But, we now have abundant evidence that done right the cloud can be really powerful and
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secure. By 2020, experts predict more computing power will go to work in the cloud than in private

data centers.

Maybe this is at least something to discuss as you continue to try and keep ever more fickle and

demanding customers happy and engaged in a brutally competitive world.
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BANK NEWS

Fed Viewpoint

St. Louis Fed President Bullard believes the Fed should be "placing more weight on financial market

signals" such as the yield curve since traditional ways of judging inflation have broken down over the

past 20Ys. Further, he stated the yield curve "suggests that financial markets do not see excessive

real growth or excessive inflationary pressure."

Debit Cards

Pulse research discovers that while 90% of debit cards are now chip enabled, only 40% of

transactions actually utilize the chip. Small retail outlets and gas stations that haven't yet switched to

chip terminals seem to be the primary culprits for the disparity.

Age Groupings

Fidelity research finds that the average Q2 balance for its 401(k) plans by age were: $11,500 (age 20

to 29), $42,700 (30-39), $103,500 (40-49), $174,200 (50-59) and $192,800 (60-69).

HEDGING SERVICES FOR COMMUNITY BANKS

Community bankers seeing long-term fixed rate demand from business clients can transform

payments into a floating rate on their books using Borrowers' Loan Protection (BLP). Contact us today

for more information.
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